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Thorough, detailed explanations for every Logical Reasoning question in PrepTest 60.Written

by a top-scoring HarvardReady program developer. Detailed argument breakdowns to tailor

how each question should be approached, start to finish. Not only explains why each answer

choice is right or wrong, but also how to pick out an answer’s legitimacy efficiently.



PrefaceThanks for purchasing our Logical Reasoning solutions!We hope that this will go a long

way in helping you in your LSAT studies. To best use this guide, please take note that

explanations are written in such a manner as to highlight the thought process that you should

be running through as you work each question. As a result, the dissection of each argument

provided should be read in the order provided before you delve into each answer choice.We’ve

gone to great lengths to provide a very thorough set of explanations that should not only

explain the answers, but also how each question should be approached. If you find this is

lacking in any way however, we’ve love to know so we can improve it further. You can always

contact us by email at: info@harvardreaday.comThanks again, and good luck!Yoni

StratievskyInstructor and Director, HarvardReady LSAT PrepSolutions are written and

compiled by Yoni Stratievsky.For more information, visit:http:/www.HarvardReady.com or

contact us at: info@harvardreaday.com© 2011 by HarvardReadyPrepTest 60Section 11.

Question Type: FlawConclusion: The substance in question did contain iron.Reasoning:

Magnets attract iron, and the substance attracted itself to the magnet.Flaw: Magnets attract

iron, but is that all they attract? What if they also attracted other metals as well?Answers:(A)

Not an issue even if true – the substance in question was attracted.(B) Irrelevant: we weren’t

putting it next to other things.(C) Even if true, it apparently was since it attracted the iron.(D)

Perfect – if true, this would put into question whether the substance was iron, or perhaps

something else that magnets can attract.(E) Irrelevant – we’re not comparing attraction

strengths here.Best Answer: (D)2. Question Type: Reasoning (Technique)Conclusion: The book

must either be misplaced or stolen.Reasoning: It is not in its place on the library shelves, it is

not checked out nor awaiting shelving and all the books have their proper locations recorded in

the catalogue.Diffusion: Basically, the argument is ruling out other possibilities in order to

conclude that something must be true (not borrowed, not awaiting shelving, not a cataloguing

issue, etc.).Answers:(A) There are no ‘similar’ objects here about which anything is concluded.

(B) The argument never argues about ‘failure to control’.(C) There’s no ‘most’ objects here, nor

is any particular argument here rebutted.(D) There’s no rejected generalization here.(E)

Absolutely – essentially a paraphrase of the diffusion cited above.Best Answer: (E)3. Question

Type: InferenceAnswers:(A) We don’t know this – the levels might decrease even with

regulations being broken (maybe at the same time, some large producer will choose to lower

his emissions).(B) Yes – these must be true. If it’s a given that had the regulations been

followed, there would have been a decrease in the amount of sulfur dioxide, then the fact that

there wasn’t such a decrease necessitates that the regulations weren’t followed.(C) We don’t

know this – it might decrease as a result, it might not. So far, it hasn’t, but in the future there’s

no solid reason to believe it won’t.(D) We don’t know this at all.(E) We don’t know this – these

regulations might have failed other regulations may succeed.Best Answer: (B)4. Question Type:

Reasoning (Role)Conclusion: The claim that as the number of active landfills dwindles that

there will be a landfill crisis is unsound.
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issue, etc.).Answers:(A) There are no ‘similar’ objects here about which anything is concluded.

(B) The argument never argues about ‘failure to control’.(C) There’s no ‘most’ objects here, nor

is any particular argument here rebutted.(D) There’s no rejected generalization here.(E)

Absolutely – essentially a paraphrase of the diffusion cited above.Best Answer: (E)3. Question

Type: InferenceAnswers:(A) We don’t know this – the levels might decrease even with

regulations being broken (maybe at the same time, some large producer will choose to lower

his emissions).(B) Yes – these must be true. If it’s a given that had the regulations been

followed, there would have been a decrease in the amount of sulfur dioxide, then the fact that

there wasn’t such a decrease necessitates that the regulations weren’t followed.(C) We don’t

know this – it might decrease as a result, it might not. So far, it hasn’t, but in the future there’s

no solid reason to believe it won’t.(D) We don’t know this at all.(E) We don’t know this – these

regulations might have failed other regulations may succeed.Best Answer: (B)4. Question Type:

Reasoning (Role)Conclusion: The claim that as the number of active landfills dwindles that

there will be a landfill crisis is unsound.Reasoning: This claim relies on the questionable

assumption that no new landfills will open as currently active ones close.Pre-Phrase: The claim

about the crisis is essentially what the argument is looking to shoot down on the basis of a

questionable assumption.Answers:(A) Not necessarily – it’s what some people claim follows

from that statement.(B) No, conclusion is that that statement is unsound.(C) No, it’s what the

argument argues against.(D) Absolutely – mild paraphrase of the pre-phrase noted above.(E)

No, it’s not any type of conclusion for the argument; it’s what the argument argues against.Best

Answer: (D)5. Question Type: ParadoxDiscrepancy: While country X has the lowest incidence

rate of disease P, it also has the highest mortality rate for people that happen to contract

it.Answers:(A) This doesn’t explain either why the incidence rate is low or why mortality rate is

high.(B) This doesn’t necessarily explain why they have such a high mortality rate.(C) This

works – late diagnosis could explain why more people die from it.(D) Great, but this does

nothing to explain the above discrepancy.(E) Then we’d arguably expect a higher incidence of

P in that country – this doesn’t explain much.Best Answer: (C)
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